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This! article! explores! the! potential! of! kernelVbased! techniques! for! discriminating!9!
onV!and!offVspecification!batch!runs,!combining!KernelVPLSDA!and!three!common!10!
approaches!to!analyze!batch!data!by!means!of!bilinear!models:!Landmark!Features!11!
Extraction,! BatchWise! Unfolding! and! VariableWise! Unfolding.! Gower’s! idea! of!12!
pseudoVsample! projection! is! exploited! to! recover! the! contribution! of! the! initial!13!
variables! to! the! final!model! and! visualize! those! having! the! highest! discriminant!14!
power.! The! results! show! the! proposed! approach! provides! an! effective! fault!15!
discrimination!and!enables!a!correct!identification!of!the!discriminant!variables!in!16!
the!considered!case!studies.!!17!








Regression! (PCR)! or! Partial! Least! Squares! Regression! (PLSR).! In! fact,! these!25!
methods! are! not! able! to! describe! the! underlying! structure! of! datasets! that! are!26!
affected!by!severe!nonVlinearities,!since!they!assume!this!structure!is!linear![1].!In!27!
recent! years,! many! techniques! have! been! proposed! to! handle! such! kind! of!28!
situations:!those!based!on!nonVlinear!PLS![2V3]!and!neural!networks![4]!have!been!29!
the!most!exploited!ones.!Unfortunately,! these!approaches!often!encompass!many!30!
adjustable! parameters,! are! time! and! memoryVconsuming! and! may! suffer! from!31!
overfitting! and! local!minima.! In! order! to! avoid! these! issues,! the! soVcalled! kernel!32!
methods! have! been! developed! [5].! These! techniques,! which! also! comprehend!33!
Support!Vector!Machines!(SVM)![6],!have!been!broadly!used!for!solving!nonVlinear!34!
problems! in! chemistry! [7V8],! biology! [9],! informatics! [10V11]! and! continuous!35!
process!chemometrics![12V13].!Their!basic!principle!is!common:!before!modeling!36!
the! data,! a! transformation! of! the! original! input! space! into! a! higher! dimensional!37!
one,! the! feature! space,! is! performed! by! using! specific! kernel! functions.! This!38!
permits! to! describe! nonVlinear! relationships! in! a! linear! form! and! to! solve! the!39!
problem!under!study!by!means!of!classical!linear!methods.!!Hence,!performing,!for!40!
instance,! PCA,! PLS! or! PLS! Discriminant! Analysis! (PLSDA)! after! the! data! matrix!41!
transformation! results! in! KernelVPCA! (KVPCA),! KernelVPLS! (KVPLS)! and! KernelV42!
PLSDA!(KVPLSDA),!respectively.!Unfortunately,!the!information!about!the!weights!43!
or! the!contributions!of! the!original!variables! is! lost.!Different!possibilities! [8,!14V44!
16]! to!overcome!this! limitation!exist,!but!authors!often!abstain! from!resorting!to!45!
them,! since! they! do! not! permit! to! graphically! visualize! the! relation! between!46!
variables!and!final!models.!Krooshof!et#al.![17]!extended!the!idea!of!the!nonVlinear!47!












(I×M×T).! Even! though! techniques! for! directly! modeling! this! structure! exist,! the!59!
most!widely! used! approach! to! extract! exploitable! information! from! this! kind! of!60!
data!is!to!rearrange!this!threeVway!array!into!a!matrix!and!then!fit!a!bilinear!model!61!
by!means! of! one! of! the! aforementioned! chemometric! tools! [21].! The! three!most!62!
common! unfolding! strategies! to! perform! this! rearrangement! are! VariableWise!63!
Unfolding! (VWU),!BatchWise!Unfolding!(BWU)!and!Landmark!Feature!Extraction!64!
(LFE).! VWU! unfolds! the! original! threeVway! array! to! a! new! matrix! (IT×M)! by!65!
preserving!the!variable!direction.!BWU!unfolds!the!initial!structure!to!a!new!array!66!
(I×TM)!by!preserving!the!batch!direction.!LFE!defines!F! landmark!features!of! the!67!
evolution! of! the!M! variables! in! each! batch! and! organizes! them! in! a! new!matrix!68!
(I×F).!A!good!survey!of!these!techniques!can!be!found!in![22].!69!
This! article!will! be! focused!on! the! analysis! of! historical! batch!operations! for! the!70!
troubleshooting!of!specific!problems!occurred!during!particular!process!runs.!The!71!
identification! of! the! variables,! which! evolve! differently! with! respect! to! an! in-72!
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control# situation,! (the! soVcalled! fault! diagnosis)! is! a! key! point! in! such! cases.!73!
Unfortunately,! classical! tools! such! as! the! contributions! plots! are! useless! if! one!74!







In! this! paper,! three! datasets! are! considered.! The! first! is! a! simulated! data! array!82!
containing! the! evolution! of! 10! variables! at! 25! sampling! times! in! 30! different!83!






8! landmark! features! extracted! from! the! variable! trajectories! of! 71! batches! (33!90!
NOC,! 10! onVspecification! but! presenting! an! abnormally! high! quantity! of! residual!91!
solvent,! and! 28! offVspecification)! of! a! pharmaceutical! spray! drying! process.! In!92!
contrast! with! the! original! article,! the! second! group! of! 10! batches!was! excluded!93!

















them!exhibit! two!fundamental!properties:! i)! they!project! the!original!data!onto!a!110!
high!dimensional!space,! the! feature!space;! ii)! they!provide!a!way!to!calculate!the!111!
inner!product!between!observations!in!this!feature!space.!112!
The!former!permits!to!describe!in!a!linear!way!possible!nonVlinear!relationships!in!113!
the! data.! The! latter!makes! all! the! algorithms! of! the! classical! multivariate! linear!114!
techniques,! which! only! use! the! inner! product! matrix! (PCA,! PLS! and! Fisher!115!
Discriminant!Analysis,!FDA,!as!demonstrated!by!Cao!et#al.! [1]),!suitable! for!being!116!
applied! in! the!higher!dimensional! feature! space.! For! the!purposes!of! this! article,!117!
only! three! kernel! transformations,! the! linear,! the! 2ndVorder! polynomial! and! the!118!







A! pseudoVsample! corresponds! to! a! particular! observation! that! carries! all! the!125!
weight! in! one! single! variable.! For! example,! the! vector! [0,! 0,! …,! 1,! 0,! …,! 0],!126!




This! score! is! equal! to! the! jVth! value! of! the!weighting! vector,!w*,! and,! thus,! gives!131!
information! about! the! contribution!of! variable!xj! to! the!model.! Creating! for! each!132!
variable! a! pseudoVsample! matrix,! Pj,! which! contains! in! the! jVth! column! values!133!
ranging!from!the!minimum!to!the!maximum!of!that!variable!and!0!in!all!the!other!134!
entries,! and! projecting! it! onto! the! latent! space,! trajectories! of! points! are!135!
constructed!according!to!the!equation:!136!
! ! !!!∗ =
0,… , 0,min(x!), 0,… , 0
…
…








considered.! Here,! the! matrix! resulting! from! the! previous! operation! defines! the!139!
geometrical! locus! of! all! the! points! lying! along! the! direction! determined! by! the!140!
origin! of! the! latent! space! and! the! point! whose! coordinates! are! defined! by! the!141!
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weights! of! the! jVth! variable! on! the!A#calculated! LVs.! In! a! classical! PLSDA!model,!142!
representing!these!points!does!not!provide!any!additional!information,!but,!as!will!143!
be!shown! later,! it! is!possible! to!get!an! idea! from!this!kind!of!plot!about!how!the!144!
original! variable! evolves! in! the! latent! space! when! kernelVbased! methods! are!145!
applied.!In!fact,!Postma!et#al.![19]!demonstrated!pseudoVsample!projection!permits!146!
to! recover! the! information! related! to! the! contribution! of! the! original! variables!147!
when! dealing! with! a! Euclidean! distance! matrix,! say! D.! In! addition,! D! (doubleV148!
centered)!is!directly!generated!applying!a!linear!kernel!transformation!to!a!generic!149!
meanVcentered!dataset!(see!Appendix!I!for!the!details).!Thus,!it!is!possible!to!resort!150!
to! this! strategy! even!when! one! uses! KVPLSDA.! In! this! case,! it! is! only! needed! to!151!
transform!each!pseudoVsample!array!into!a!pseudoVsample!kernel!one!by!the!same!152!
transformation!as! for! the!matrix!used! for!constructing! the!model.!The!result! is!a!153!
P×N# array,! which! contains! information! about! the! dissimilarity! between! the! P#154!
pseudoVsamples! and! the! N# observations! of! the! training! set.! The! mathematical!155!
formulation! of! this! extension! is! described! in!Appendix! II.!Moreover,! this! is! valid!156!
not!only!in!case!one!is!exploiting!a!linear!function!to!transform!the!analyzed!data.!157!
The! pseudoVsample! projection! can! be! used! when! dealing! with! all! the! kernel!158!
transformations,! provided! that! they! generate! sets! of! distances! which! may! be!159!
embedded!in!a!Euclidean!space![18].!160!
The! whole! procedure! used! in! this! article! for! building! kernelVbased! models! and!161!
recovering!the!information!about!the!influence!of!the!original!variables!comprises!162!
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!!"! != !!!! !− !!! !− !!!"! + !!!" ! ! ! !(5)!173!
where!the!pVth!row!of!!!"!"contains!the!mean!of!the!pVth#row!of!!!!."Notice!that! !"174!
is! substituted! by! the! term!!!"!"since! the! total! number! of! rows! of!!!!!is! usually!175!
different! from! the! number! of! rows! of! K;! viii)! Project! each! jVth! pseudoVsample!176!
kernel!matrix!onto!the!latent!structure,!as!follows!177!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!,!" = !!"!!∗!" " " """""""" """""""""(6)!178!
where! ∗!"corresponds!to!the!weighting!matrix!of!the!KVPLSDA!model;!ix)!Plot!the!179!










Every! trimmed!circular!profile! represents!a!proper!batch!score! trajectory,!which!189!
defines! its! evolution! in! the! latent! variable! space! and!might! have! been! obtained!190!
applying! PCA! on! a! VWU!data! array.! So,!multiplying! this! set! of! scores! by! a! 2x10!191!
transposed!matrix! of! loadings,! calculated! building! a! PCA!model! on! real! process!192!
data,! a! 750x10! dataset! was! constructed,! which! contains! the! evolution! of! 10!193!
















KVPLSDA! with! a! linear! kernel! transformation.! However,! resorting! to! nonVlinear!210!
kernel! functions! permits! to! correctly! discriminate! most! of! the! observations!211!
belonging! to! the! two!different! categories! for!both! training!and! test! set.! The!best!212!
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In! order! to! check! whether! pseudoVsample! projection! permits! to! recover! the!224!
information! about! the! discriminant! power! of! the! original! variables,! for! each!225!
column! of! the! simulated! data! matrix,! a! 20×10! pseudoVsample! array! was! built,!226!
transformed! and! projected! onto! the! model! space! as! described! in! Section! 2.3.!227!
Figure!4!shows!the!obtained!outcomes.!228!
[INSERT!HERE!FIGURE!4]!229!
The! different! trajectories! represent! the! predicted! scores! calculated! from! the!230!
pseudoVsample! kernel! matrices! constructed! for! all! the! original! variables!231!
(numbered! from! 1! to! 10).! The! blue! dotted! line! corresponds! to! the! discriminant!232!
direction! between! the! centers! of! gravity! of! the! two! classes! of! observations,!233!
obtained! from! Figure! 3a.! The! fontVsize! of! the! numerical! characters! constituting!234!
each! trajectory! increases! in!correspondence!of! regions!of! the! latent!space!where!235!
the! respective! variables! assume! higher! values! and! viceversa.! So,! comparing! this!236!
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graph!with!the!scores!plot!in!Figure!3a,!it!is!rather!clear!that!the!second!class!(red!237!
squares)! contains! batch! runs! associated! to! either! higher! or! lower! values! of! the!238!
labeled!variables!than!those!belonging!to!the!first!group!(blue!dots).!!239!
In!order!to!define!an!objective!criterion!for!evaluating!the!discriminant!power!of!240!
the!original!variables,! the!cosine!of! the!angle! formed!by! the!blue!dotted! line!and!241!
each! trajectory! was! calculated.! These! values! are! listed! in! Table! 3! and! clearly!242!
indicate! that!all! the!variables!except!x8,!x9!and!x10!have!good!discriminant!power!243!
(i.e.! angle! cosines! close! to! 1).! Notice! that! for! these! latter! there! are! no! clear!244!
trajectories! (see! Figure!4)! and! then! the! cosine! of! the! angles! cannot! be!precisely!245!
calculated.!This!is!coherent!with!the!simulated!data!shown!in!Figure!2!where!the!246!





onV! and! offVspecification! batches,! but! the! time! period! in! which! their! evolution!252!
differs!is!unknown.!In!order!to!identify!it,!a!preliminary!exploratory!KVPCA!model!253!
was! built,! using! a! linear! kernel! transformation,! on! all! the! NOC! process! runs.!254!
Hotelling’s!T2!and!SPE!(Squared!Prediction!Error)!statistics!were!calculated!for!the!255!







the! two! classes,! only! this! period! was! considered! in! the! following! step! of! data!262!
analysis.!So,!the!initial!VWU!matrix!was!reduced!to!a!345×10!one,!which!was!then!263!
divided! into! a! training! and! a! test! set,! containing! 225! and! 120! observations,!264!
respectively.!Their!selection!was!performed!leaving!outside!the!training!set!all!the!265!
time! samples! associated! to! 6! onVspecification! and! 2! offVspecification! batches,!266!
randomly! chosen.! A! linear! kernel! transformation! was! applied! to! the! calibration!267!
data!and!a!crossVvalidated!2VLV!PLSDA!model!was!built!on!the!resulting!225×225!268!
kernel! matrix.! Its! performance! was! evaluated! in! terms! of! R2! and! Q2,! showing!269!







separation!between! the! observations! belonging! to! the! different! categories.! Since!277!








weights! of!models! like! this! is! totally! uninformative! since! the! kernel!matrix! only!285!
contains! values! of! dissimilarity! between! observations.! This! is! the! reason! why!286!
pseudoVsample! projection! is! needed! to! recover! the! information! about! the!287!
contribution! of! the! original! variables! to! the! discrimination! between! the! two!288!
classes.! For! each! column!of! the!VWU!data!matrix,! a! 20×10!pseudoVsample! array!289!
was! built,! transformed! and! projected! onto! the!model! space.! Figure! 6! shows! the!290!
obtained!outcomes.!!291!
[INSERT!HERE!FIGURE!6]!292!





Also! in! this! case,! the! fontVsize! of! the! numerical! characters! of! each! trajectory!298!
increases! in! correspondence! to! regions! of! the! latent! space!where! the! respective!299!
variables! assume! higher! values! and! viceversa.! Therefore,! comparing! this! graph!300!
with!the!scores!plot!in!Figure!5a,!it!is!possible!to!infer!that!offVspecification!batches!301!
are! characterized!by!higher!values!of! variables!x7,!x9! and!x10! and! lower!values!of!302!
















The! final! LeaveVOneVOut! CV! 2VLV! model! shows! R2! and! Q2! values! of! 97.5%! and!318!
95.9%,!respectively.!The!separation!of!the!two!classes!is!perfect,!leading!to!100%!319!
correct!classification!rate!both!in!calibration!and!crossVvalidation.!Unlike!the!VWU!320!
case,!here!each!represented!symbol!corresponds! to!a!whole!batch:! therefore,! the!321!
discrimination!highlights!the!difference!between!onV!and!offVspecification!batches.!322!
Due! to! the! structure! of! the! original! dataset,! 1000! pseudoVsample! trajectories!323!
showing!the! importance!of!a!particular!variable!measured!at!a!specific! time!spot!324!
were! constructed,! each! one! constituted! by! 20! points.! Representing! all! these!325!
trajectories!would!have!made!the!plot!uninterpretable.!For!this!reason,!only!those!326!
related! to! the! time! period,! during! which! the! difference! in! the! evolution! of! the!327!
batches!was!detected,!according!to!the!initial!KVPCA!analysis!discussed!in!Section!328!
3.2,!were! included! in! SI.5.! The! graph! is! divided! in! 10! sections! as! the! number! of!329!
original! variables.! Inside! every! section,! the! pseudoVsample! trajectories! for! the!330!
respective! variable! at! the! different! considered! time! points! are! represented.! The!331!
blue! dotted! line! corresponds! to! the! class! discriminant! direction.! As! in! the! VWU!332!
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case,! the! cosine! of! the! angle! formed! by! each! trajectory! and! this! direction! was!333!
selected! as! criterion! of! variable! importance.! In! SI.5,! only! the! pseudoVsamples!334!
trajectories!characterized!by!a!value!of!the!amplitude!of!this!angle!lower!than!30°!335!
are!blackVcoloured.!Variables!x4,!x9!and!x10!are!found!to!have!high!contributions!to!336!
the!model!approximately! for! the!whole! interval!under! study,!while!variable!x7! is!337!
significant!only!in!part!of!this!period.!This!is!also!shown!by!plotting!the!values!of!338!






As! for! the!previous! examples,! the!pseudoVsample!plot! (SI.5)! is! built! using! larger!345!
bulletVsize! in! correspondence! of! the! zones! of! the! latent! space! in! which! the!346!
respective! variable! assumes! higher! values! and! viceversa.! Hence,! it! is!347!
straightforward! to! conclude! that! onVspecification! batches! are! characterized! by!348!
lower! values! of! variables! x7,! x9! and! x10! and! higher! values! of! variable! x4! in!349!
comparison! to! the! offVspecification! runs,! which! exactly! corresponds! to! the!350!
outcomes!discussed!before.!351!
In!order! to!validate! the! final!model,! a!permutation! test! [26]!was!performed.!SI.6!352!





A! KVPLSDA! model! was! built! on! the! LFE! data! matrix! (61×8)! from! the!357!
pharmaceutical! spray! drying! process.! Among! the! initial! observations,! 12! (7! onV358!
specification!and!5!offVspecification)!were!found!having!abnormally!high!residuals!359!
and!therefore!were!excluded!from!the!final!classification!in!order!not!to!jeopardize!360!
its! quality.! A! further! KVPLSDA!model! was! then! constructed! on! the! reduced! LFE!361!
dataset!(49×8).!Since!a!linear!kernel!transformation!did!not!provide!good!results,!a!362!
Radial! Basis! Function! was! applied! to! the! original! array.! The!! parameter! was!363!




and! Q2! (43.6%).! Figure! 9! displays! the! KVPLSDA! scores! plot! and! the! predicted! y#368!
values!for!all!the!observations!in!calibration!and!crossVvalidation.!!369!
[INSERT!HERE!FIGURE!9]!370!
Also! in! this! case,! each! represented! symbol! corresponds! to! a!whole! process! run.!371!
Here,! the!model! does! not! guarantee! high! performance! as! those! described! in! the!372!
previous!examples.!!This!is!due!to!the!fact!that!the!selected!landmark!features!have!373!
quite!low!correlation!to!the!quality!of!the!batches![24].!Nevertheless,!resorting!to!a!374!
KVPLSDA!model! enabled! a! satisfying! discrimination! even! dealing! with! a! dataset!375!
like!this!(73.08%!and!91.30%!correct!classification!rate!in!crossVvalidation!for!the!376!






The! graph! is! built! in! the! same!way! as! SI.5.! As! stated! by! Gower! [18],! nonVlinear!382!
kernel! transformations! lead! to! nonVlinear! pseudoVsample! trajectories.! Since! it! is!383!
impossible! to! univocally! define! an! angle! between! the! separation!direction! and! a!384!




nearly! linear! trend! with! a! direction! almost! orthogonal! to! the! discriminant! one!389!
(variable!x3!and!x7).!As! in!the!previous!cases,! larger!fontVsizes! indicate!regions!of!390!
the!latent!space!in!which!the!labeled!variables!assume!higher!values.!So,!it!is!easy!391!
to! infer!offVspecification!batches!are! characterized!by! lower!values!of!variable!x8!392!
and!by!higher!values!of!variables!x1!and!x2.!The!obtained!outcomes!are!coherent!393!
with! the! conclusions! reached! in! the! original! article! by! GarcíaVMuñoz! et# al.# [24],!394!
where!it!is!detailed!“a!highVquality!product!is!also!associated!with!low!solvent!level!395!




small! number! of! observations! constituting! the!dataset.! The! results! are! shown! in!400!
SI.7.!401!





randomization.! This! aspect! might! be! a! caution! indicator! of! the! presence! of!406!
variables!whose!contribution!is!unrelated!to!the!class!of!the!objects![27].!This!issue!407!
is! quite! common! when! dealing! with! LFE! [22].! In! general,! selecting! a! set! of!408!







linear! kernelVbased! classification! methods! over! classical! PLSDA.! In! fact,! when!416!
complex!data!structures!have!to!be!modeled,!such!bilinear!technique!leads!to!low!417!
and! unsatisfactory! correct! classification! rates,! which! jeopardizes! the! fault!418!
detection.! In! such! cases,! exploiting! nonVlinear! classifiers! radically! improves! the!419!
quality!of!the!discrimination!and!the!identification!of!the!process!runs,!which!did!420!





fact! that! a! linear! kernel! transformation! permitted! to! obtain! satisfying! correct!426!
classification!rates! for! the! two!considered!classes,!which!means! the!original!data!427!







compares! the! RBF! KVPLSDA! scores! and! yVpredicted! plots,! displayed! in! Figure! 9,!434!
with! the! ones! constructed!when! a! classical! PLSDA!model! is! built! on! the!original!435!
matrix,! shown! in!Figure!11,! it! is! possible! to! verify! the! clear! improvement! in! the!436!





In! this! article,! a! novel! approach! for! fault! discrimination! and! diagnosis! in! batch!442!
processes! was! proposed.! It! combines! the! ability! of! kernelVbased! classification!443!
techniques! (in! particular! KVPLSDA)! of! dealing! with! complex! nonVlinear! data!444!
structures!with! the! power! of! pseudoVsample! projection! (originally! conceived! by!445!
John! Gower)! for! recovering! the! information! related! to! the! contribution! of! the!446!
initial! variables! to! the! final!model,! which! permits! to! overcome! one! of! the!main!447!
drawbacks!of!these!methods.!448!
KVPLSDA! shows! similar! performance! to! classical! PLSDA,! when! linear!449!
transformations!are!appropriate! for!the!datasets!under!study,!but! leads!to!better!450!
discrimination! between! the! classes! in! case! nonVlinear! functions! are! needed! for!451!
modelling!more!complex!data!structures,!as!clearly!highlighted!by!the!analysis!of!452!
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Moreover,! it! was! seen! that! the! described! strategy! may! constitute! a! powerful!457!
method! for! detecting! differences! in! the! variance! of! the! variable! trajectories!458!
measured!during!batch!runs!and!then!could!represent!an! important!crossroad!in!459!
this!specific!field!of!statistical!process!monitoring!and!control.!460!
These! satisfying! results! can! be! certainly! considered! a! good! starting! point! for!461!




Relationship# between# the# Euclidean# Distance# Matrix,# D," and# the# inner# product#466!
matrix,#XXT!467!
The! Euclidean! distance! between! two! observations! contained! in! a! generic! data!468!
matrix!X(N×M),!xi!and!xj,!is:!469!
#################di,j#!=! !! − !!!
! = ! (!! − !!!)!(!! − !!!) != !!!!!! !+ !!!!!! !− !2!!!!! !!!!(7)!470!
Let!F"be!the!inner!product!matrix!so!that:!471!
""F""= !!!!"""""""""""""""""""" " " """"""""""""(8)"472!
The!Euclidean!distance!matrix!is!then!defined!as:!473!
""""""""D"!= !!!! !+ !!!! !− !2!""" " """"""""""""""""""(9)"474!
where!f#= !diag(!)!and!!! = ! (1, 1,… , 1)!.!Centering!X"so!that:!475!
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"""! != !!!− ! !! !!
!!"" " " " """""""(10)"476!
it!is!obtained:!477!
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! !− ! !! !!
!!!+ ! !!! !!
!!!!!""(11)"479!
Consider!the!doubleVcentered!Euclidean!distance!matrix:!480!
! = !− !!!"!
!"""""""" " " " (12)"481!
where! ! = !!!− ! !! !!
!.!So:!482!
! = !− !!!(!!
! !+ !!!! !− !2!)!!"" " " "(13)"483!
Since:!484!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! != !!!!(!!− ! !! !!
!)! != !!!! !− !!(!!!! )!
! != !0!! !!(14)!485!
it!is!verified:!486!
!!!!!!! != !0! = ! "!!!!"" " " """"""""""(15)!487!
Therefore:!488!
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!)!(!!− ! !! !!
!)! != !!!!− ! !! !!!
! !− ! !! !!
!!!+489!
! !!! !(!
!!!)!! != !!"" " " " """(16)"490!
that!is:!491!
!! = !− !!!"!
! != !!!!"" " " """"""(17)"492!






Suppose! one! has! built! a! 1VLV! PLSDA! model! on! a! doubleVcentered! Euclidean!498!
distance!matrix,!B(N×N),!obtained!based!on!the!distances!between!the!observations!499!
in!X(N×M).!The!scores!of!the!objects!belonging!to!the!training!set!are!calculated!as:!500!






where! w*’! actually! contains! information! about! the! influence! of! the! M! original#507!
variables!on!the!model.!508!




!!"# !is! exactly! equal! to! the! jVth! value! of! the! vector!w*’.! When! using! a! series! of!513!
pseudoVsamples!instead!of!only!one,!trajectories!of!points!are!constructed,!whose!514!
evolution! gives! an! idea! about! how! the! original! variables! contribute! to! the! final!515!
model.!Since!the!linear!kernel!matrix!exactly!corresponds!to!the!inner!product!one,!516!
it!is!straightforward!to!infer!this!outcome!is!valid!when!dealing!with!the!respective!517!
data! transformation.! However,! as! stated! by! Gower! [18],! the! same! property! is!518!
verified!when! dealing!with! all! those! generating! sets! of! distances,!which!may! be!519!
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Figure'2:'' Temporal! evolution! of! the! variables! of! the! simulated! dataset!!














! on! the! simulated! data! matrix! and! b)! predicted! y" values! for! both!
! training! and! test! sets.! The! black! dotted! line! represents! the!















Figure'4:'' Pseudo$sample! predicted! scores! plot! for! the! 2nd$order! polynomial!















Figure'5:'' a)!PLSDA!scores!plot!of! the!model!built!on! the!reduced!VWU!kernel!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!data! matrix! and! b)! predicted! y" values! for! both! training! and!!
!!!!!!!!!!!! test! sets.! The! black! dotted! line! represents! the! probability!!















Figure'6:'' Pseudo$sample! predicted! scores! plot! for! the! reduced! VWU! kernel!
matrix.! The! blue! dotted! line! represents! the! discriminant! direction!
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Figure'7:'' a)' PLSDA! scores! plot! of! the! model! built! on! the! BWU!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!data! matrix! and! b)! predicted! y" values! for! both! training! set! and!!
! cross$validation.! The! black! dotted! line! represents! the! probability!!
















Figure'8:'' Values! of! the! cosine! of! the! angles! formed! by! the! pseudo$sample!
trajectories,! related! to! each! one! of! the! original! variables,! and! the!
discriminant! direction! at! the! different! time!points! under! study.! The!




























































































































































Figure' 10:' ' Pseudo$samples! predicted! scores! plot! for! the! LFE! kernel! matrix.!!































































































































































































































x1! x2! x3! x4!
x6! x7! x8!x5!
!
Figure' 11:' ' ' a)! Scores! and! b)! y#predicted! plots! obtained! building! a! classical!!
!!!!!!!PLSDA!model! on! the! original! LFE! data!matrix.! The! black! dotted!!
!!!!!!!line!represents! the!probability! threshold,!calculated!according!to!!
!!!!!!!the!Bayes’! theorem! [25].!Correct! classification! rate! in!CV:!69.2%!!
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